13th Annual BRIP Research Symposium

Guidelines for abstract submission

Insert title

*Position – centre / all wording lower case (except for the first letter) and bold - Size – 14*

Initial(s) and surname of authors with only presenting author underlined *(all superscripts in front of name)*

*Position centre - Size - 11*

Affiliation of each author *(all superscripts in front of organisations)*

*Position centre - Size – 11*

Email address of presenting author and PI

**BACKGROUND** - Size – 11*(Bold upper case)*

Insert paragraph - Size – 11*(Not bold and lower cases, except for the first letter)*

Establish the context, background and/or importance of the topic, indicate a problem, controversy or a gap in the field of research. Do not include any references.

**OBJECTIVES** - Size – 11*(Bold upper case)*

Insert paragraph - Size – 11*(Not bold and lower cases, except for the first letter)*

Indicate the primary purpose and/or aim of the research

**METHODS** - Size – 11*(Bold upper case)*

Insert paragraph - Size – 11*(Not bold and lower cases, except for the first letter)*

Description of research/study design, data collection and analysis

**RESULTS** - Size – 11*(Bold upper case)*

Insert paragraph - Size – 11*(Not bold and lower cases, except for the first letter)*

Summary of the most important results

**CONCLUSION** - Size – 11*(Bold upper case)*

Insert paragraph - Size - 11*(Not bold and lower cases, except for the first letter)*

Statement of the study’s conclusion and/or implication of the results.

*Please note that your word count should not exceed 300 excluding title, authors and affiliations*